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AGREEMENT
This Agreement entered into by the Village of Albion, New York, hereinafter referred
to as the Employer, and Council 66 and its affiliated Local 1436-A, hereinafter referred to as the
Union, has as its purpose the promotion of harmonious relations between the Employer and the
Union; the establishment of an equitable and peaceful procedure for the resolution of difference;
and the establishment of rates of pay, hours of work and other conditions of employment.
ARTICLE I
RECOGNITION
The Employer recognizes the Union as the sole and exclusive bargaining agent for the
purpose of establishing salaries, wages, hours, and other conditions of employment for the term of
this Agreement for all permanent and probationary employees of the Employer in the Department
of Public Works, exempting the following positions: Superintendent ofD.P.W. and Chief Water
Plant Operator, Cemetery Foreman, Chief Sewage Treatment Plant Operator, and pursuant to the
provisions of the Public Employees Fair Employment Act, as amended, hereby grants the Union
sole representation status in the above described bargaining unit.
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS
Except as expressly limited by other provisions of the Agreement, all of the authority,
rights, and responsibilities possessed by the Employer are retained by it, including, but not limited
to the right to determine the facilities, methods, means and number of personnel required for
conduct of the Employer's programs; to assign or transfer employees pursuant to law, to direct,
deploy and utilize the work force; to establish specification for each job classification; to classify
or reclassify and to allocate or reallocate new or existing position in accordance with law; and to
discipline or discharge employee in accordance with law and the provisions of this Agreement.
\;,
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ARTICLED
UNION SECURITY
(a) This authorization shall remain in effect for the period of three (3) years from the
effective date of this Agreement and shall be automatically renewed and be in effect for successive
similar periods of three (3) years, unless written order or revocation is given by the employee to
the Village and to the Union Treasurer within the IO-day period prior to the expiration of the
anniversary of the signing of the Authorization for Payroll Deduction Card, or within the 30-day
period immediately preceding the expiration of this labor-management agreement, whichever is
sooner, or upon the termination of employment.
(b) The Employer agrees to deduct Union membership dues in accordance with the
amount certified by the Union to the Employer and to maintain such dues deductions in
accordance with the terms and conditions of the form of Authorization for Payroll Deduction of
Union dues form provided by the Union from the pay of all employees who have executed such
Authorization for Payroll Deduction of Union dues and any additional deduction for any program
made available through the Union.
Section 1. Check-off of Union Dues
(a) All employees covered by this Agreement shall tender their membership dues to the
Union by signing the Authorization for Payroll Deduction of Union Dues Form by the Union.
(b) Payroll deduction of Union dues under the properly executed Authorization for
Payroll Deduction of Union forms shall become effective at the time the form is signed by the
employee and shall be deducted from the first (1st) pay period of the month and each first (1st)
pay period of each month thereafter.
(c) The aggregate total of all such deductions shall be remitted every month to the
3
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designated financial officer of the Union together with a list from whom dues have been deducted
on or before the tenth (10th) of the following month.
(d) Any change in the amount of Union Dues to be deducted must be certified by the
Union in writing and be forwarded to the Employer with thirty (30) days prior notice. The
Village of Albion will not be responsible for any action brought by any member against the Union
and the Village will assume no liability. The Union agrees to indemnify and hold the Village from
any cause of action, claims or damages incurred as a result of this action.
Section 2. Bulletin Boards
The Employer agrees to provide a 3' x 4' bulletin board for the exclusive use of the
Union to post notices and other Union information at each D.P.W. installation. No such material
shall be posted which is profane or obscene or defamatory of this Village or its representatives or
which constitutes election campaign material for or against any person, organization or faction
thereof.
Section 3. Access to Premises
The Employer agrees to permit representatives of the American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees, AFL-CIO, representatives of Council 66 and/or representatives
of Local 1436-A to enter the premises at any time during normal working hours with the approval
of the Superintendent of Public Works, or, in his absence, the employee whom he has designated
'>
to be in charge, for individual discussion of working conditions with employees, provided care is
-J'
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"exercised by such representatives that they do not unduly interfere with the perfonnance of duties
assigned to the employees.
Section 4. Aid to Other Unions
The Employer will not aid, promote or fmance any labor group or organization which
purports to engage in collective negotiations or make any agreement with any such group or
organization for the purpose of undermining the Union. A reciprocal attitude shall be taken by
the Union and its members toward the affairs of the Village and the Village governing body.
Section 5. Notification on New Employees
The Employer agrees to submit to the Union each month a list of new full-time,
pennanent employees hired, their job classification, and home addresses.
ARTICLE III
HOURS OF WORK
Section 1. Regular Hours
The regular hours of work each day shall be consecutive. References to consecutive
hours of work in the balance of this Article shall be construed not to include lunch periods.
Section 2. Work Week
The nonnal Village work week shall be defmed as that period beginning at 12:01 a.m.,
Sunday and ending at 12:00 Midnight the following SatUrday, and shall consist of five (5)
consecutive eight (8) hour days, Monday through Friday inclusive, except for Water and Sewer
J;
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Plants.
Section 3. Work Day
Eight (8) consecutive hours of work within the twenty-four (24) hour period shall
constitute the regular work day.
Section 4. Work Shift
Eight (8) consecutive hours of work shall constitute a work shift. All employees shall
be scheduled to work on a regular work shift, and each work shift shall have a regular starting and
quitting time, except as may be otherwise stated elsewhere in this Agreement.
(a) The regular schedule in the Streets Department shall start at 7:00 a.m. and end at
3:30 p.m. - Monday through Friday. The Sweeper Operator will be excluded from the 7:00 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. schedule.
(b) The Summer work schedule in the Streets Department shall start at 6:00 a.m. and
end at 2:30 p.m., Monday - Friday from May 1 st through September 15 tho
Section 5. Continuous Operations
Employees engaged in continuous operations are defmed as being any employee or
group of employees engaged in an operation for which there is regularly scheduled employment
for twenty-four (24) hours a day, or seven (7) days a week. In such cases, Saturday and Sunday
work schedules shall be rotated among the employees in the Department; however, in no case
shall this be construed as denying any employee two (2) consecutive days off.
Section 6. Rest Periods
(a) All employees' work schedules shall provide for a fifteen (15) minute rest period
during each one -half shift. The rest period shall be scheduled near the middle of each one -half
shift.
,
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(b) Rest periods in the Streets Department shall be for one -half (1/2) hour in the
morning, with no rest period in the afternoon.
I
Section 70 Lunch Periods and Meals
All employees covered by this Agreement shall have a lunch period of at least one -half
(1/2) hour. Those employees who chose to or are required to work through their one -half (1/2)
hour lunch period, shall be allowed the option of leaving one -half (1/2) hour earlier at the end of
their shift or be compensated in pay for it.
ARTICLE IV
"
.
REPORTING TIME
Section 10 Show-up Time
When an employee reports for work on his regular shift, no employee shall be sent
home for lack of work or because of inclement weather, but may be assigned by the supervising
Village employee to temporary work of a higher or lower classification without change in pay.
Section 20 Call Time
(a) Any employee called back from home for emergency duty in addition to or outside
of his regular scheduled shift shall be paid for a minimum of two (2) hours at his regular rate of
pay, but if the call time work assignment precedes and overlaps employee's regular shift, the
employee shall be paid one and one-half (1-1/2) times his regular rate for hours worked.
(b) Under no circumstances shall an employee be sent home during his regular
scheduled shift for the purpose of recalling such employee to work on another work shift which
either begins at the end of employee's regular work shift or any time thereafter, except as altered
in case of operational needs in judgment of Superintendent of Public Works.
.J
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Section 3. Overtime and Equalization of Overtime Hours
(a) All salaried employees shall be paid overtime as stipulated in this Agreement.
(b) Overtime hours shall be divided as equally as possible among employees in the
same classification in their department. An up-to-date list showing overtime hours will be posted
each month for all employees in a prominent place in each department.
Whenever overtime is required, the person with the least number of overtime hours in
that classification within his department will be called first and so on down the list in an attempt to
equalize the overtime hours. Employees in other classifications may be called if there is a
shortage of employees in the classification needed. In such cases, they would be called on the
basis of least hours of overtime in their classification provided they are capable of doing the work.
For the purpose of this clause, time not worked because the employee did not choose
to work will be charged the average number of overtime hours of the employees working during
that call-out period. Two (2) hours minimum.
(c) Any employee required to work four (4) hours of overtime following his regular
full day shift shall then be granted one-half (112)hour off with pay for the purpose of eating,
provided he will be required to return for additional overtime. A similar one-half (112) hour off
with pay shall be granted for each such four (4) hour period of overtime to be followed by
additional overtime.
(d) This provision is intended to apply only to emergency overtime work following
regular working hours and shall not apply when an employee is required to work not more than an
eight (8) hour shift at regular rate because such work is done on a day other than his usual work
day.
(e) Supervision shall determine if an employee has worked sufficient hours after his
regular shift to be sent home. However, under no circumstances shall an employee be sent home
-:/
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during his regularly scheduled shift without a minimum of two (2) hours.
If an employee is sent home because of an anticipated emergency and returns later and
the emergency does not materialize, he shall be paid for his full regular shift.
Section 4. Distribution
(a) Overtime work shall be distributed as equally as possible to employees working
within the same job classification and within a department or unit subdivision.
(b) On each occasion, the opportunity to work overtime hours shall be offered to the
employee within that job classification who has had the least number of overtime hours to his
credit at that time. If this employee does not accept the assignment, he will be charged with
overtime worked as to equalization; the employee with the next fewest number of overtime hours
to his credit will be offered the assignment. This procedure shall be followed until the required
employees have been selected for the overtime work.
(c) A record of the overtime hours worked by each employee shall be posted on the
department bulletin board monthly.
Section 5. Work at Employee's Option
Overtime work shall be voluntary, except in the case of an emergency as determined by
the Superintendent of Public Works or the individual left in charge. There shall be no
discrimination against any employee who declines to work overtime, other than as provided
herein. The determination of an emergency by the Superintendent of Public Works or the
individual left in charge will not be made in an arbitrary or capricious manner.
Section 6. Time and one-half
All time worked over forty (40) hours in an official Village work week for Department
9
of Public Works, employees shall be paid at the rate of time and one-half (1-112). For the purpose
of computation of overtime pay, all paid leave time except sick leave, shall be considered as "time
worked".
Section 7. Overtime Pay
All overtime worked shall be paid for promptly, no later than the next regularpayroll
check. Under no circumstancesshall compensatorytime be considereda manner of paYmentfor
overtime work or for any reason unless agreed upon by the employee and Employer.
ARTICLE V
SENIORITY
Section 1. Definition
Seniority means an employee's length of continuous service with the Employer since
his last date of hire.
Section 2. Probation Period
(a) New employees hired in the unit shall be considered as probationary employees for
the first six (6) consecutive months of their emploYment and shall rank seniority from date of
emploYment. There shall not be seniority among probationary employees.
(b) The Union shall represent all probationary employees for the purpose of collective
bargaining in respect to wages, salaries, hours, and other conditions as set forth under Article I of
this Agreement, except discharged or disciplined probationary employees for other than Union
activity.
Section 3. Seniority Lists
(a) Seniority shall not be affected by race, sex, marital status or dependents of the
\
-3'
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employees.
(b) The seniority list on the date of this Agreement will show the names, job titles, and
date of hire of all employees in the unit entitled to seniority.
(c) The Employer shall annually post on all bulletin boards a seniority list showing the
continuous service of each employee. A copy of the seniority list shall be furnished to the Local
Union when it is posted. The seniority list will show the names, job titles and date of hire of all
employees in the unit entitled to seniority.
Section 4. Loss of Seniority
(1) Any employee shall lose his seniority for the following reasons only:
(a) He quits.
(b) He is discharged and the discharge is not reversed through the procedure set forth in
this Agreement.
(c) If he does not return to work when recalled from layoff as set forth in the recall
procedure. In proper cases, exception shall be made.
(d) He retires.
Section 5. Breaks in Continuous Service
An employee's continuous service record shall be broken by voluntary resignation,
discharge for just cause and retirement.
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ARTICLE VI
WORKFORCE CHANGES
Section 1. Promotions and Filling Vacancies
(a) The tenn promotion means the advancementof an employeeto a higher position or
the reassignment of an employeeto a higher paying position.
(b) Whenever an opportunity for promotion occurs or a job opening occurs in other than
a temporary situation in any existing job classification, or as a result of the development or
establishment of a new job classification, a notice of such openings shall be posted on all bulletin
boards stating the job classification, rate of pay, and the nature of the job requirements in order to
qualify. Such posting shall be for a period of not less than seven (7) working days.
(c) The Employer shall fill such job openings or vacancies from among those employees
who have applied, who meet the standards of the job requirements, except that if there is more
than one (1) employee who is qualified for the job, then such position shall be filled by selecting
from among those qualified, the most senior employee.
(d) A notice listing the employee or employees selected for the position shall be posted by
the Employer on the bulletin boards within two (2) working days of the selection by the Employer
and be posted' for a period of at least ten (10) working days.
(e) Any employee selected in accordance with the procedure set forth above shall
undergo a trial period of a minimum of thirty (30) days, but not to exceed one hundred eighty
(180) days. If it is found that such employee does not meet the requirements or responsibilities of
the position to which he has been selected during the trial period, then such employee shall be
restored to his fonner position.
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Section 2. Temporary Job Openings
(a) Temporaryjob openings are defined asjob vacanciesthat may periodicallydevelopin
anyjob classificationbecause of illness, vacation,or leaveof absenceor for any other reason. Job
openings that recur on a regular basis shall not be considered temporary job openings.
(b) Temporary job openings in higher classifications shall be filled by Employer
assignment or re-assignment, and the assignment or re-assignment shall be made in terms of a
promotion based upon seniority and qualifications before a new employee or temporary
employee is hired. Temporary assignments shall be considered as training assignments by.which
the employee may obtain experience that will enable him to qualify for future promotions. When
it is necessary for a higher classification employee to work in lower classification and no one
volunteers for such assignment, then the least senior employee in the classification nearest the
lower classification of work to be performed shall be selected and so on up until the necessary
employees required has been achieved.
(c) No employee shall be assigned to a temporary job opening more than twice in any
calendar year, unless the employee specifically requests the assignment. The request must be in
writing and submitted to the employee's immediate supervisor. It is the intent of this provision to
prevent repeated assignment to job vacancies designated as temporary job openings when such
job openings could be filled in another manner.
(d) Any employee working out of title at any higher classification (including higher
classifications outside the bargaining unit) shall be paid the higher applicable rate from the start of
such assignments. The rate is based on the employee's years of service with the Village, as shown
on the schedule of minimum and maximum salaries for employees of the Village of Albion.
(e) Transfer of Employees
If an employee is transferred to a position under the Employer not included in the unit,
he shall have accumulated seniority while working in the position to which he was transferred.
-'
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Employees transferred under the above circumstances shall retain all rights accrued for the
purposes of any benefits provided for in this Agreement.
(f) Filling of Vacancies and New Positions
In the event of a vacancy or a newly created position, employees shall be given the
preference to transfer on the basis of ability and seniority, and shall have preference over new
hires.
Section 3. Demotions
(a) The term demotion, as used in this provision, means the reassignment not requested
by the employee, of an employee from a position in one job classification to a lower paying
position in the same job classification or in another job classification at the rate of pay for that job
classification.
(b) In any case involving demotion, the employee involved shall have the right to elect
which alternative he will take, the demotion or the layoff.
(c) An employee who is relegated back to his previous job from a higher classification to
which he was provisionally appointed because of his inability to prove to the Employer that he
was able to fulfill the standards of the job, or pass a Civil Service Examination required for
permanent"appointment to that job, or who voluntarily relinquishes such job, shall not be
considered as demoted.
Section 4. Layoff
(a) In the event the Employerplans to layoff employeesfor any reason, the Employer
shall meet with the Union to review such anticipated layoffat least fifteen (15) days prior to such
action to be taken.
(b) When such action takes place, it shall be accomplished by laying off temporary and
tJ
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probationary employees first. Should it be necessary to further reduce the work force, then
regular employees shall be laid off in the inverse order of seniority.
(c) The Employer shall forward a list of those employees laid off to the Local Union
Secretary on the same date that the notices are issued to the employees.
(d) Employees to be laid off will have at least fourteen (14) calendar days notice oflayoff.
(e) When an employee is laid off due to a reduction in the work force, he shall be
permitted to exercise his seniority right to bump, or replace an employee with lesser seniority.
Such employee may, if he so desires, bump an employee in an equal or lower job classification
provided the bumping employee has greater seniority than the employee whom he bumps.
Section 5. Exemption
(a) Notwithstanding anything contained herein, in the event of a layoff, the President,
Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer, and all Shop Stewards, during their term of office, shall be
the last persons to be laid off in the bargaining unit.
Section 6. Recall
(a) When the work force is increased after a layoff, employees will be recalled according
to seniority. Notice of recall shall be sent to the employee at his last known address by registered
mail. If any employee fails to report for work within ten (10) days from the date of mailing of
notice of recall, he shall be considered a quit.
Recall rights for an employee shall expire one (1) year from the date of layoff or a period
equal to his seniority, whichever is greater. Written notice of expiration of recall rights shall be
sent to the employee at his last known address by registered or certified mail.
(b) No new employees shall be hired until all employees on layoff status desiring to return
--
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to work have been recalled.
Section 7. Consolidation or Elimination of Jobs
Employees displaced by the elimination of jobs through job consolidation (combining the
duties of two (2) or more jobs), the installation of new equipment or machinery, the curtailment
or replacement of existing facilities, the development of new facilities, or for any other reason,
shall be permitted to exercise their seniority rights to transfer to any other jobs in the service of
the Employer. An employee transferred as a result of the application of this provision shall be
given any training needed to perfonn satisfactorily the job to which he is transferred.
Section 8. Transfers
(a) Employeesdesiring to transfer to otherjobs shall submit an application in writingto
their immediate Supervisor. The application shall state the reason for the requested transfer.
(b) At the request of the employee, transfers for reasons other than the elimination of jobs
shall be determined by the Union and the Village representative.
(c) Employees requesting transfers because of the elimination of their jobs shall be
transferred to the same job or any other job of an equal classification on the basis of seniority.
(d) If an employee is transferred to a position under the Employer not included in the unit,
he shall have accumulated seniority while working in the position to which he was transferred.
Employees transferred under the above circumstances shall retain all rights accrued for the
purpose of any benefits provided for in this Agreement.
~
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ARTICLE VII
HOLIDAYS
Section 1. Holidays Recognized and Observed
Full-time,permanentemployeesshall be eligible for holidays. The followingdays shall be
recognizedand observedas paid holidays:
New Year's Day Labor Day
Martin Luther King, Jr.'s Day Veterans' Day
President's Day General Election Day
Good Friday Thanksgiving Day
Memorial Day Day after Thanksgiving Day
Independence Day Christmas Day
Whenever any of the holidays listed above shall fallon Saturday, the preceding Friday shall
be observed as the holiday.
Whenever any of the holidays listed above shall fallon Sunday, the succeeding Monday
shall be observed as the holiday.
Section 2. Eligibility Requirements
Full - time permanent employees shall be eligible for holiday pay under the following
conditions:
(a) Upon the completion of thirty (30) working days;
(b) The Employee would have been scheduled to work on such a day if it had not been
observed as a holiday unless the employee is on a day off, vacation, layoff, or sick leave, and the
employee worked his last scheduled work day prior to the holiday unless he is excused by the
Employer, or is absent for any reasonable purpose. The Employer and the Union mutually agree
17
upon reasonable purpose in each case;
(c) If a holiday is observed on an employee's scheduled day off or during his vacation, he
shall be given a lieu day for that day.
Section 3. Holiday Pay
(a) Eligible employeeswho perform no work on a holiday shall be paid one (1) day'spay
for each of the holidays listed on which they perform no work.
(b) Eligible employees whose work day differs from the standard eight (8) hours, shall be
paid the current daily rate of pay.
Section 4. Holiday Work
If an employee must work on any of the aforementioned holidays, he shall be compensated
for a regular day's pay for the holiday, plus an hour's pay for each hour worked, at the employee's
current rate of pay on the day of the holiday, in accordance with pertinent sections of this
Agreement. Holiday pay will be paid only for the legally celebrated holiday. For example, if a
holiday falls on Sunday and is legally celebrated on Monday, those employees working on
Monday ONLY will be compensated.
Holiday pay for Christmas and New Year's Day shall be calculated based on the calendar
dates of the holidays (December 25th and January 1st, respectfully).
ARTICLE VBI
VACATIONS
Section 1. Choice of Vacation Period
(a) Vacation shall be granted at the time requested by the employee. If the nature of the
work makes it necessary to limit the number of employees on vacation at the same time, the
employee with the greater seniority shall be given his choice of vacation period in the event of any
18
conflict over vacation period.
Vacation periods shall be taken each year.
Section 2. Holiday During Vacation Periods
If a holidayoccurs during the calendar week in which a vacation is taken by an employee,
the employee'svacationperiod shall be extended one (1) additionalday.
Section 3. Vacation Rigbts in Case of Layoff or Separation
Upon the death or retirement of any employee from service, all of the employee's earned
vacation shall be computed on a pro-rata basis and paid in accordance with pertinent sections of
this Agreement. If an employee leaves without giving at least seven (7) days notice, the employee
forfeits all vacation and sick leave benefits due him as of the date of his separation.
Section 4. Vacation Schedule
All employees covered by this Agreement shall be entitled to the following consecutive
vacation periods upon the completion of their probationary periods:
After one (1) year five (5) days
After two (2) years ten (10) days
After five (5) years fifteen (15) days
After one (10) years twenty (20) days
After fifteen (15) years twenty -five (25) days
After twenty (20) years thirty (30) days
After thirty (30) years thirty -five (35) days
Section 5. Pay Advance
(a) If a regularpay day falls during an employee'svacation,he must make a request for
his check within two (2) weeks before leaving to receive that check in advance.
(b) Rate during vacation: Employees will be paid their current rate based on their
regularly scheduled day while on vacation and will receive credit for any benefits provided for in
this Agreement.
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ARTICLE IX
LEAVES OF ABSENCE
Section 1. Eligibility Requirements
Employees shall be eligible for leaves of absence after six (6) pennanent months service
with the Employer.
Section 2. Application for Leaves
(a) Any request for leave of absence shall be submitted in writing by the employeeto his
immediatesupervisor. The request shall state the reason the leave of absence is being requested
and the approximate length of time off the employee desires.
(b) Authorization for leave of absence shall be furnished to the employee by his immediate
supervisor, and it shall be in writing.
(c) Any request for a leave of absence shall be answered promptly, and approved by the
Village Board within five (5) working days.
(d) In addition to accruing seniority while on any leave of absence granted under the
provisions of this Agreement, employees shall be returned to the same job classification they held
at the time the leave of absence was requested.
Section 3. Leave of Absence
Leave of absence for reasonable periods as defined below will be granted without loss of
seniority for:
(a) Serving in any elected position in the Union: One Year
(b) Illness leave, physical or mental: One Year
(c) Prolonged illness in immediate family of spouse, children, step-children, or wards:
One Year
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(d) Education: One Year
(e) Employment Opportunities (Agency of the Employer): One Year
(1) After completing one (1) year of service, any employee, upon request, may be
granted a leave of absence for job-related, educational purposes. The period of the leave of
absence shall not exceed one (1) year, but may be extended or renewed at the request of the
employee.
(2) One (1) year leave of absence with any requested extension for educational
purposes shall not be provided more than once every three (3) years.
(3) Employees may also be granted leaves of absence for job-related, educational
purposes, not to exceed one (1) month in any calendar year, to attend conferences, seminars,
briefmg sessions, or other functions of a similar nature that are intended to improve or upgrade
the individual skill or professional ability.
(4) Employees shall be granted a leave of absence to enable such employees to
serve temporarily, provisionally, for trial periods, or for periods necessary to qualify for
pennanent appointment to a competitive class, or another position of a higher class that requires
such conditions to be met, or where an employee is offered a job on a pennanent transfer, so long
as said employment is with any agency of the Employer.
Such leave may be extended for like cause.
ARTICLE X
PAID LEA YES
Section 1. Funeral Leave
All employeescovered by this Agreementshall be permittedto use funeral leave as
follows:
J
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In the event of a death in the immediate family of the employee, he shall be entitled, when
so required, to the next three (3) consecutive working days off with pay. (Saturday and Sunday
excluded. )
Immediate family shall be deemed to be husband, wife, children, step-children, mother, father,
step-mother, step-father, brother, sister, grandparent, grandchild, mother-in-law, father-in-law,
and any other member of the same household. Employees shall be entitled to one (I) day with
pay, when so required in the event of the death of an aunt, uncle, niece, nephew, brother-in-law,
or sister-in-law. The foregoing time shall not be deductible from sick leave or vacation time.
Leaves will be concurrent in the event of more than one (I) death occurring at the same time, the
Employer reserves the right to request proof of death for any approved Funeral Leave Time.
In the event of death in the family which occurs during an employee's vacation period, the
employee shall notify the Superintendent of the Department of Public Works within twenty-four
(24) hours and may petition to extend his vacation for the additional unused time and/or take the
unused vacation time at a later date.
Section 2. Jury Duty
An employeewho serves onjury duty shall be paid the differencebetween his/her pay for
jury duty and his/her regularpay.
Section 3. Leave for Union Business
Members of the Union elected to attend a function of the International Union, such as
conventions or educational conferences, shall be allowed time off with loss of pay to attend such
conferences and/or conventions for the Local Union, or Union Council but without loss of
seniority ,time.
.
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Section 4. Civil Service Examinations
Employees shall be allowed time off with pay to take open competitive and promotional
examinations set up by the Civil Service System for a Village-related position.
Section 5. Military Service Leave
Subject to Section 242 and Section 243 of the New York State Military Law, employees
who are in any branch of the Armed Forces Reserve and/or the National Guard will be paid an
amount equal to the difference between the amount paid by the Armed Forces Reserve or
National Guard and the amount nonnally earned by the employee in an eight (8) hour day, for a
period not to exceed two (2) weeks when they are engaged in nonnal Reserve training periods
provided that proof of service is submitted. If required to serve more than two (2) weeks, the
Employer shall grant the employee any additional time required with loss of payor shall allow the
employee to use compensatory time or vacation time.
Section 6. Reinstatement of Veteran's Law
The re-employmentrights of employeesand probationaryemployeeswill be governedby
applicable laws and regulations.
A probationary employee who enters the Armed Forces must complete his probationary
period, and upon completing it, will have seniority equal to the time he spent in the Armed Forces.
ARTICLE XI
SICK LEAVE
Section 1. Allowance
(a) Employees shall be eligible for sick leave after six (6) months service with the
Employer, for any sickness or disability, and may use sick leave time to make medical visits during
working hours.
(b) All employees covered by this Agreement shall accumulate one (1) sick leave day per
month, not to exceed twelve (12) days per year. Accumulation of sick days shall be unlimited.
-
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Employees shall start to earn sick leave trom their date of hire and may begin to use sick leave
after six (6) months probationary period in service of the Village and they shall accumulate sick
leave as long as they are in the service of the Village. Sick leave shall be earned for any month in
which the employee is compensated for twenty (20) or more days of work.
(c) An employee while on paid sick leave will be deemed to be on continued employment
for the purpose of computing all benefits referred to in this Agreement and will be construed as
days worked specifically. Serious illness of husband, wife or child may warrant use of sick leave
by employees after arrangements have been made with his immediate Supervisor.
(d) Pay after Exhaustion of Sick Leave. After sick leave is exhausted, employees are to
receive one-half (1/2) pay for periods of thirty (30) days upon request of employee and with the
approval of the Board of Trustees. Before granting request, the Board may request a doctor's
statement and/or physical examination and report by a physician designated by the Village.
(e) Challenge of Examination Report. In the event the report of the employee's
physician is challenged by the Village administration or if the Union challenges the report of the
Village doctor's examination, then the following procedure shall be followed:
(I) The employee may elect to be examined by a physician of his own choice, at his
expense.
(2) If the reports of the two examining physicians are in disagreement or conflict, the
respective bargaining committee shall meet to endeavor to reconcile the difference.
(3) In the event mutual agreement cannot be reached to equitably and amicably dispose of
the dispute, the controversy shall by-pass the grievance procedure and, instead, the affected
employee shall be examined at the equally shared cost of the Village and the employee, by an
appropriate specialist for fmal determination in the matter, which shall be binding on the parties,
),
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and the two examining physicians shall select the third physician whose decision shall be final and
binding on both parties, the Employer and the Union and the employee.
(4) In the event the Village physician appointed for this purpose by the Village should find
that the employee is able to perform his regular duties, or to perform light duties, the employee
shall be given such emploYment until such time that the employee is able to perform his regular
duties. Acceptance of other emploYment shall constitute a waiver of employee's other rights
under this provision. A determination of duties which may be performed when authorized by the
employee's physician to do light duties must be provided by employee's physician.
(5) The Einployer shall make every effort to place an employee who becomes partially
disabled on their present job on work which he is able to perform.
(6) A report of physical examination and any laboratory test made by physicians acting for
the Village will be given to the personal physician of the individual upon written request of the
employee.
(7) The employee and the Union shall be fully informed of any contemplated action on the
Village's part, as herein stated above on the Challenge of Examination Report.
Section 2. Unused Sick Leave
(a) Employeeshired prior to June 1st 1989shall be compensatedin cash for a maximum
of one hundred (100) accumulatedunused sick leave days when they are permanentlyseparated
from emploYment as a result of retirement. However, they may opt to apply these unused sick
days (100 maximum) toward their retirement in accordance with the law. An employee who
voluntarily terminates (other than discharge for cause) will be eligible to receive one-half (1/2) of
his or her accumulated sick leave days (maximum fifty (50) days) in accordance with his or her
rate of pay at the time of termination.
f
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..-~. (b) The amount of payment for all allowable unused sick leave is to be calculated at the
employee's rate of pay in effect on the pay day immediately preceding the employee's separation.
(c) Employees have the option upon retirement to use all or any portion of their allowable
accumulated sick leave toward the purchase of single coverage of whatever hospitalization and
medical benefits provided at that time. The cost of his coverage will be four (4) sick leave days
for one (I) month's coverage.
(d) Payment for unused allowable sick leave days shall be as follows:
First payment - upon retirement
Second payment - 1 year from retirement
Third payment - 2 years from retirement
Ifwhere feasible the Village agrees to make these installment payments if the retiree is so entitled
for a mjnjmum of $1000.00.
(e) In the event of the death of the retiree prior to the full payment for unused accrued
sick leave, the balance will be paid to the Estate of the retiree.
(f) Employees hired on or after June 1st 1989 will not be able to sell back unused accrued
sick leave or convert same to hospitalization and medical benefits.
Section 3. Workers' Compensation -On -the -Job Injury
(a) Each employee will be covered by the applicable Worker's Compensation Laws and
the Employer further agrees that an employee being eligible for Worker's Compensation will
receive in addition to his Workers' Compensation income an amount to be paid by the Employer
sufficient to make up the difference between the Workers' Compensation and his regular weekly
income based on a regular work week, for a period not to exceed six (6) months. Each full time
pennanent employee and each probationary employee who is unable to work as a result of an
injury arising out of the course of employment shall not be charged with sick leave for the
difference between the weekly benefits under Workers' Compensation and his regular salary.
\
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(b) The Employ.er shall participate in the State's Employment Compensation Insurance
Act, providing each employee with the appropriate coverage under the Law.
Section 4. New York State Disability
Each full time employee shall be covered hereafter by the New York State Disability
Benefits Law, non-contributory plan.
Section 5. Sick Leave Bonus
EffectiveJanuary 1, 1993 - as of December 31st of each year.
(a) Any employee who has not used any sick leave during the previous twelve (12)
months shall receive a bonus of one hundred and fifty ($150.) dollars.
(b) Any employee who uses only one (1) sick leave day during the previous twelve (12)
months shall receive a bonus of one hundred ($100.) dollars.
(c) Any employee who uses only two (2) sick leave days during the previous twelve (12)
months shall receive a bonus of seventy-five ($75.) dollars.
The above payments are to be made to the employees in the first (Ist) pay period in
January of the following year.
ARTICLE XII
PERSONAL LEAVE
All employees covered by this Agreement shall be permitted personal leave days as
follows:
1 personal leave day per year after completing first year of service
2 personal leave days per year after completing second year of service
3 personal leave days per year after completing third year of service
~
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4 personal leave days per year after completing fourth year of service
5 personal leave days per year after completing fifth year of service
Requests for personal leave shall be submitted to the Superintendent of Public Works
twenty-four (24) hours in advance. Extenuating circumstances may waive the twenty-four (24)
hour period with the authorization of the Superintendent of Public Works.
Any unused personal leave time during the fiscal year may be applied to sick leave
accumulation.
ARTICLE xm
WAGES AND CLASSIFICATIONS
Section 1. Wage Schedule and Classifications
(a) Employees shall be compensated in accordance with the wage schedule established in
negotiations effective June 1,2001, attached to this Agreement and marked Appendix "A". Each
employee covered by this Contract shall have their wages increased three (3.0%) percent effective
June 1,2001, and an increase of three and one-half (3.5%) percent effective June 1,2002, and an
increase of four (4.0%) percent effective June 1,2003.
In addition, in each year of the contract, each employee eligible to move to the next step
of the schedule will do so on their anniversary date of employment.
(b) When a new job is placed in a unit and cannot properly be placed in an existing
classification, the Employer or his representative will notifY the Union prior to establishing a
classification and rate structure. In the event that the Union does not agree that the description
and rate are proper, it shall be subject to negotiations.
Section 2. Shift Differential
In addition to the established wage rates, the Employer shall pay a premium of eighty-five
-"
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($.85) cents per hour to employees who work on the 2nd and 3rd shifts at the Water Treatment
Plant and Street Department.
Effective 6/1/99 the Shift Differential will be increased to $.90 an hour and effective
6/1/2000 the Shift Differential will be increased to $.95 an hour.
The employees' Shift Differential shall be figured into the rate of pay for Vacation,
Holidays, and Overtime worked, where applicable
Section 3. Pay Period
Employees covered by this Agreement shall be paid on the same day every week. In the
event this day is a holiday, the preceding day shall be the pay day.
Section 4. Longevity Service Pay
Effective June 1,2001, each full- time permanent employee, upon completion of five (5)
continuous years of service with the Village of Albion, shall receive five hundred ($500) dollars
per year in longevity payments; thereafter, this amount shall be increased an additional one
hundred ($100.00) dollars per year through 25 years of continuous service. Those who complete
twenty -five (25) continuous years or more shall receive the maximum $2500 per year thereafter
in longevity payments. Each full - time permanent employee shall have the increases added to his
/ her salary to be earned, accrued and paid in equal fractions for each payroll period of each
succeeding year.
ARTICLE XIV
HOSPITALIZATION. MEDICAL AND DENTAL BENEFITS
(a) Effective June 1, 1995 the Employer agrees to provide Community Blue or Blue
Choice coverage (single or family) to all employees covered by this Agreement.
The Employer agrees to guarantee the level of benefits provided by the above-mentioned
plans as of June 1, 1995 as a minimum level of benefits.
j
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The Employer further agrees to guarantee the amount of Co -Pays (if any) provided for in
the above-mentioned plans as of June 1, 1995 as the Maximum amount of employee's Co -Pay.
(b) Effective June 1, 1995 the Employer agrees to offer Traditional Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Westem New York, Out -of -Area Hospital Rider, Major Medical Rider $100
deductible, $5.00 Drug Rider, Laboratory Rider # 22 for either individual or family coverage.
The Employer will limit their contribution to be equal to the higher cost of the two (2) H.M.O.'s
offered in Paragraph (a) of this Article. Employees electing this coverage will pay the difference
in cost.
Effective January 1, 2002, employees who elect health insurance coverage, will begin contributing
five (5%) percent of health insurance premiums on a pre -tax basis. There shall be a window
period during November 2001 for employees to change their health insurance selection.
Effective June 1, 2002, employees who elect health insurance coverage, will begin contributing
seven (7%) percent of health insurance premiums on a pre -tax basis.
Effective June 1, 2003 employees who elect health insurance coverage, will begin contributing ten
(10%) percent of health insurance premiums on a pre -tax basis.
A thirty-day window period will be scheduled for employees to change their health insurance
selection during each succeeding fiscal year beginning June 1, 2002.
(c) The Employer shall provide and pay for the G.H.I. Preferred Dental Plan Preventive &
Diagnostic, Basic, 100% Prosthetics Allowance Schedule, Orthodontia for dependent children to
age 23, Dependent children covered to age 23, End of calendar year for each employee covered
under this contract in accordance with the type of coverage single or family desired by the
employee.
;t
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(d) Study Group -There shall be a committee formed comprised of the members of the
Board of Trustees or their representatives and members of the Union which shall review the
hospital insurance program for the Village of Albion as it applies to the Department of Public
Works. It is the intent of this committee to review other alternative plans of hospital insurance
including, but not limited to, hospital, doctor and major medical plans as well as prescription drug
rider and dental plans. If the Parties to this contract concur to the changing of carriers it shall be
implemented as per a written, signed memorandum of agreement to this contract.
ARTICLE XV
RETIREMENT PLAN
(a) The Employer agrees to provide the benefits of the New Career Retirement Plan,
Section 75-1 (Retirement after 20 years of service -Age 55 at 1/2 pay) of the New York State
Employees' Retirement System.
Retirement - The Board of Trustees of the Village of Albion require hereafter,
notification in writing prior to April 1, of any employee considering retirement in the next
succeeding fiscal year.
(b) Guaranteed minimum death benefit of three (3) times annual rate of pay (rounded to
next higher multiples of $1,000) but limited to $20,000.
ARTICLE XVI
UNION REPRESENTATION
It is mutually agreed that principal of proportional representation which reflects a steward
for each department is a sound and sensible basis for representation.
~
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(a) Stewards and Alternate Stewards
In each department, employees in that department shall be represented by one (1)
steward who shall be a regular employee, and in the absence of the steward, an alternate may be
appointed by the Local President.
Departments are listed as below:
1 Steward
1 Alternate Steward
Names of Steward and Alternate shall be given to the Village Board.
The Steward, during his working hours, without loss of time or pay, may investigate and
present grievances to the Employer, following proper notification and upon approval of the
Superintendent of Public Works. But no overtime shall be incurred in connection with such
investigation and presentation.
(b) Special Conferences
1. Special conferences for important matters will be arranged between the Local
President and the Employer or its designated representative upon the request of either party.
Such meeting shall be between at least two (2) representatives of the Employer and at least two
(2) representatives of the Union. Arrangements for such special conferences shall be made in
advance and an agenda of the matters to be taken up at the meeting shall be presented at the time
the conference is requested. Matters taken up in special conferences shall be confmed to those
included in the agenda. Conferences shall be held at reasonable hours as agreed upon by the
Employer and the Union representatives. The members of the Union shall not lose time or pay for
time spent in such special conferences that may be held during normal working hours. This
meeting may be attended by a representative of the Union, Council and/or a representative of the
International Union.
2. The Union representatives may m~et at a place designated by the Employer on
~,
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the Employer's property immediately preceding a conference to confer with Union, Council or
International Representatives.
ARTICLE XVII
SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES
Section 1. Presenting a Grievance
Any employeehaving a grievancein connectionwith his employmentshall present it to the
Employer as follows:
STEP #1: (a) If an employee feels that he has a grievance, he shall discuss the grievance with
his immediate Supervisor of that Department and the Steward may be present, or
the Steward with or without the employee, may discuss the grievance with the
immediate Supervisor.
(b) If the matter is thereby not satisfactorily resolved at this stage within three (3)
working days, it may be submitted in writing form by the Steward to either the
Supervisor or Superintendent of the Department, whichever may apply.
STEP #2: (a) If the Department Supervisor's or Superintendent's answer is not
satisfactory, the grievance may be referred to the Local President, who may submit
his appeal on an agenda to the Employer. A meeting between at least two (2)
representatives of the Union and at least two (2) representatives of the Employer
will be arranged to discuss the grievance or grievances, appearing on the agenda
within five (5) working days from the date the agenda is received by the Employer.
(b) The Union representatives may meet at a place designated by the Employer on
the Employer's property immediately preceding the meeting with the
representatives of the Employer.
(c) The Local President, or his representative, shall be allowed time off from his
job, without loss of time or pay, to investigate a grievance which he is to discuss
with the Employer. The Department Supervisor or Superintendent shall grant him
permission to leave his work for this purpose, unless circumstances are such that
the time-off cannot be granted at that particular time.
(d) The Employer shall dispose of the matter within seven (7) working days.
-J
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The decision shall be in writing to the employee filing the grievance with copies to
the immediate superior and to the Department Head.
(e) The written grievance shall set forth the following
information:
1. Name, address and work location of complainant.
2. Name, title and work location of respondent.
3. Concise resume of acts alleged to constitute the grievance, including
names, places, dates and times.
4. Rwing of immediate Supervisor.
5. Other information complainant may think pertinent.
6. Complainant shall sign grievance,and in the caseof a Union grievance,
it shall be signed by the Local President and the Steward.
STEP #3: (a) If the representatives of the Employer and the Union do not dispose of the
matter, and the Union feels that the grievance merits arbitration, then the Union
shall request the Public Employment Relations Board to provide a panel of
impartial arbitrators from which both the Union and the Employer shall make a
selection in accordance with PERB's Rwes of Procedure.
(b) The decision of the arbitrator shall be fmal and binding on the Parties, and the
arbitrator shall be requested to issue his decision within thirty (30) days after the
conclusion of testimony and argument.
(c) No arbitrator functioning under this step of the grievance procedure shall have
any power to amend, modify, or delete any provision of this Agreement.
(d) Expenses for the arbitrator's services and the proceeding shall be borne equally
by the Employer and the Union. If either party shall desire a verbatim record of
the proceedings, it may cause such record to be made, providing it pays for the
record and makes copies available without charge to the other party and to the
arbitrator.
Section 2. Matters Relevant to Grievance Procedure
(a) The time limits in the grievance procedure may be extended by mutual agreement in
writing.
(b) Any step of the grievance procedure may be bypassed by mutual agreement in writing.
(c) Neither the Department head nor the arbitrator may consider any evidence or facts
~
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which have not been previously discussed between the parties unless otherwise agreed upon by
the parties.
(d) In the case of a group, policy, or organization type grievance, the grievance may be
submitted directly to the Department Head's office by the Union's representative.
ARTICLExvm
DISCIPLINE AND DISCHARGE
Section 1. Discharge and Discipline
(a) Notice of Discharge or Discipline
The Employer agrees promptly upon the discharge or discipline of an employee to
notify in writing the Steward in the Department of the discharge or discipline.
First Offense - Verbal Warning (Documented)
Second Offense - Written Warning
Third Offense - Time Off without pay not to exceed two (2) weeks.
Fourth Offense - Termination
(b) Appeal of Discharge or Discipline
Should the discharged or disciplined employee or the Steward consider the
discharge or discipline to be improper, a complaint shall be presented in writing through the
Steward to the Employer in accordance with the Village grievance procedure.
(c) Use of Past Record
In imposing any discipline on a current charge other than charges of drinking and
accidents caused through the operation of the Employer's vehicle, the Employer will not take into
account any prior infractions which occurred more than eighteen (18) months previously.
~
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Section 2. Private Hearings
Upon applicationby the Union, an arbitrator in a discipline case shall have the authorityto
direct that the arbitrationshall be held in private.
Section 3. Reinstatement
Any employees found to be unjustly suspended or discharged, or whose penalty is
reduced, shall be reinstated and compensated for all lost time and restoration of all other rights
and conditions of employment in accordance with the determination made by the arbitrator.
ARTICLE XIX
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Section 1. Pledge Against Discrimination and Coercion
(a) The provisions of this Agreement shall be applied equally to all employees in the
bargaining unit without discrimination as to age, sex, marital status, race, color, creed, national
origin, or political affiliation. The Union shall share equally with the Employer the responsibility
for applying this provision of the Agreement.
(b) All references to employees in this Agreement designate both sexes, and wherever the
male gender is used, it shall be construed to include male and female employees.
(c) The Employer agrees not to interfere with the rights of employees to become
members of the Union, and there shall be no discrimination, interference, restraint, or coercion by
the Employer or any Employer representative against any employee because of Union membership
or because of any employee activity in an official capacity on behalf of the Union, or for any other
cause.
~
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.., (d) The Union recognizes its responsibility as a bargaining agent and agrees to represent
all employees in the bargaining unit without discrimination, interference, restraint or coercion.
Section 2. Union Activities on EmplQyer's Time and Premises
The Employer agrees that during working hours, on the Employer's premises and without
loss of pay, appropriate Union representatives who are employees shall be allowed to:
(b)
transmit communications authorized by the Local
Union or its officers to the.Employer or his
representatives;
consult with the Employer, his representatives,
Local Union officers, or other Union representatives
concerning the enforcement of any provisions of this
Agreement.
(a)
Section 3. Work Rules
(a) The Employer agrees that new work rules or changes in existing rules shall not
become effective until they have been discussed between the Employer and the Union, and in
addition, have been posted prominently on all bulletin boards for a period of five (5) consecutive
work days.
(b) Employees shall comply with all existing rules that are not in conflict with the terms of
this Agreement, provided the rules are uniformly applied and uniformly enforced.
(c) An unresolved complaint as to the reasonableness of any new or existing rule, or any
complaint involving discrimination in the application of new or existing rules shall be resolved
through the grievance procedure.
Section 4. Protection and Security for Employees
The Employer shall provide adequate security and protection at all work installations for
all employees during their respective work shift.
\
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Section 5. Joint Safety Committee
The Employer and the Union agree jointly to establish a Safety Committee consisting of an
equal number of Employer and Union representatives, the number of members to be agreed upon.
This committee will advise management of all safety activities. The Joint Safety Committee shall:
(a) make immediate and detailed investigations of each
accident to determine fundamental causes;
(b) develop data to indicate accident sources and injury rates;
(c) make inspection to detect hazardous physical conditions
or unsafe work methods and recommend changes or additions
to protective equipment or devices for the elimination of
hazards.
(d) promote safety for workers, and participate in making
the safety program known to all workers;
(e) conduct meetings during working hours without loss of pay for the sole purpose of
discussing accident prevention and developing suitable corrective measures.
Section 6. Parking
The Employer shall provide adequate and safe parking facilities for its employees at the
various work locations.
Section 7. Uniforms and Protective Clothing
(a) Sewage Treatment Plant
The Village agrees to provide and pay for work clothing in such quantities as to
insure sufficient changes. In addition, the Village agrees to pay for the laundering, repair and
replacement of the work clothing. It is also agreed that the work clothing provided be of good
quality.
(b) Streets Department and Cemetery Department
Effective June 1,2001, each employee will receive a $315.00 clothing allowance
.......
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on an annual basis paid in a separate check by June 30 th of each year.
Uniforms to be of the same material and color and consisting of: blue jeans, blue
shirts; shirts can be of short or long sleeves;
Each employee will submit proof of purchase to Superintendent;
Maintenance of uniforms to be the responsibility of individual employee;
After first initial purchase the Village to replace worn or tom uniforms beyond
repair;
(c) Water Treatment Plant
The Village agrees to provide and pay for work clothing consisting of: five (5) blue
work pants, five (5) blue or grey work shirts, two (2) sweat shirts, one (1) Winter coat, one (1)
pair each of Winter and Summer coveralls. It is also agreed that the Village will replace same at
the discretion of the Chief Operator and that the above stated clothing will be worn while
working. Maintenance of uniforms to be the responsibility of individual employees. Effective
June 1,2001 each employee will receive a $165.00 clothing allowance on an annual basis paid in a
separate check by June 30 th of each year.
Employees may wear "White" or "Orange" "T" shirts during Summer
months -NO TOPLESS allowed;
Each employee shall wear a clean uniform to work.
(d) 1. Rain wear, protective clothing, gloves and protective devices shall be provided by
the Village for employees requiring such outfitting, as now provided.
2. The prescription safety glasses allowance per applicable employee shall be one
hundred ($100.) dollars every two (2) years.
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3. The annual respirator physical allowance per applicable employee shall be forty
($40.) dollars. An updated list of participating doctors shall be made available.
Section 8. Part-Time Regular Employees
Part-time regular employees shall be defmed as employees working a regular schedule, but
less than eight (8) hours per day and/or forty (40) hours per week.
All such employees shall be covered under all provisions of this Agreement on a pro-rated
basis.
At any time it is possible, these part-time regular employees shall be given full time
positions and eliminate the part-time positions.
Section 9. Temporary Employees
When necessary,temporary employeesshall be hired for a period not to exceed one
hundred twenty (120) days.
Temporary employees shall not be entitled to receive fringe benefits and seniority.
Any employee who is hired on a 40 hour per week, temporary basis and who is
subsequently transferred to permanent status shall be credited with seniority for the purpose of all
benefits of this Agreement from his original date of hire as a temporary employee.
Section 10. Seasonal Employees
Seasonal employment shall be defined as employees required to assist in Village-supported
recreational programs and facilities whose tenure is for a specific period of time and season.
These employees shall be discharged upon the completion of the seasonal program, and during
their terms of employment shall receive no fringe benefits, acquire no seniority and replace no
permanent employee.
Seasonal employees shall not be members of the unit.
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Section 11. Disabled Employees
The Employer shall make every effort to place employees who through physical sensitivity
or otherwise, become partially disabled on their present jobs, on work which they are able to
perform.
Section 12. Supervisory Employees
Superintendent and other supervisory employees (with the exception of the working
Foreman-Streets Department) shall not engage in work properly belonging or assigned to other
employees in the bargaining unit, except in cases where an emergency exists and no qualified
person is available.
Section 13. First-Aid Training
The Employer shall provide a reasonable amount of time on a group basis during work
hours at no loss in pay for employees to receive first-aid training, including C.P.R., by a Red
Cross-certified instructor. This time allotted is to be determined at the discretion of the
Superintendent of Public Works and Department Heads of the Water Treatment and Sewer
Plants, and the Cemetery Department. An employee may request permission not to attend these
training sessions.
Section 14. Educational !{eimbursement
Effective 6/1/98 the Village will pay tuition charges for up to two courses per employee
per year, providing a passing grade is achieved and the course is relevant to the employee's
current job.
,
".;,
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ARTICLE XX
STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS
Section 1. Lockouts
No lockout of employees shall be instituted by the Employer during the tenn of this
Agreement.
Section 2. Strikes
No strikes of any kind shall be caused or sanctioned by the Union during the tenn of this
Agreement. At no time, however, shall employees be required to act as strikebreakers or to go
through picket lines.
ARTICLE XXI
SUB-CONTRACTING
Sub-Contracting of Village
The Employer agrees not to sub-contract out any work of the Village that might cause a
layoff of any employees of the bargaining unit or loss of overtime.
ARTICLE XXII
SAVINGS CLAUSE
Should any Article, Section or portion thereof, of this Agreement be held unlawful and
unenforceable by a court of competent jurisdiction, such decision of the court shall only apply to
the specific Article, Section or portion thereof directly specified, in the decision; upon the
issuance of such a decision, the Parties agree to immediately negotiate a substitute for the
invalidated Article, Section or portion thereof.
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ARTICLE XXIII
MAINTENANCE OF BENEFITS
Section 1. Benefits Presentb' in Effect
Any benefit presently in effect for employees covered by this Agreement will be retained
and remain in force as if such benefit is a part of this Agreement, except where such benefit has
been abridged by this Agreement, or where it has been otherwise mutually agreed between the
Union and the Employer.
Section 2. Supplemental Agreements
All supplemental agreements to this Agreement shall be subject to the approval of the
Council and/or International Union. They shall be approved or rejected within a period of ten
(10) days following the date they are filed by the Local Union. Copy of said communication shall
be filed with the Village of Albion and postmark shall constitute filing date.
If neither approved or rejected by the Councilor International Union within the time
herein set forth, the supplemental agreement shall be deemed to have been approved.
ARTICLE XXIV
APPENDIXES
The following appendixes are incorporated and made part of this Agreement:
APPENDIX "A" Salary Schedules
APPENDIX "B" Job Classification Sheets -Village
of Albion, Orleans County, New York
APPENDIX "D"
General Rules and Regulations for
all Employees of the Village of Albion,
Orleans County, New York
Triple Time Memorandum of Understanding 10/12/83
APPENDIX "C"
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ARTICLE XXV
TOTAL AGREEMENT
The foregoing constitutes the entire Agreement between the Parties and no verbal
statement or other amendments, except an amendment mutually agreed upon between the Parties
and in writing annexed hereto, designated as an amendment to this Agreement, shall supersede or
vary the provisions herein.
ARTICLE XXVI
STATUTORY PROVISION
"IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF
THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS
IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE
ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE
APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL."
ARTICLE XXVII
TERMINA nON AND MODIFICATION
This Agreement shall be effective as of the 1st day of June, 2001 and continue in full force
and effect until the 31st day of May, 2004.
(a) If either party desires to terminate this Agreement it shall one hundred twenty (120)
days prior to the termination date, given written notice of termination. If neither party shall give
notice of amendment, as hereinafter provided, or if each party giving notice of termination
withdraws the same prior to termination date, this Agreement shall continue in effect from year to
year thereafter subject to notice of termination by either party one hundred twenty (120) days
written notice prior to the current years termination date.
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(b) If either party desires to modify or change this Agreement, it shall, one hundred
twenty (120) days prior to the termination date, or any subsequent termination date, given written
notice of amendment, in which event, the notice of amendment shall set forth the nature of the
amendment or amendments desired. If notice of amendment of this Agreement has been given in
accordance with this paragraph, this Agreement may be terminated by either party on thirty (30)
days written notice of termination. Any amendments that may be agreed upon shall become and
be part of this Agreement without modifying or changing any of the terms of this Agreement.
(c) Notice of Tennination or Modification.
Notice shall be in writing and shall be sufficient if sent by certified mail, addressed,
if to the Union, to the Local Union Secretary, to the Employer, addressed to the Mayor, Village
hall, Albion, New York, or to any such address as the Union or the Employer may make available
to each other. During negotiations all benefits will remain in effect.
(d) Budget submission date April 1st.
(e) In witness whereof, the Parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed on
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Laborer 12.54 14.67 15.52 15.72 15.86
Motor Equipment Operator 12.83 14.95 15.83 16.01 16.17
General Maintenance 13.77 15.87 16.78 16.96 17.15
Water Maintenance 12.94 15.06 15.92 16.11 16.27
Sewage Treatment Plant Maintenance
Mechanic (hired 19.81
.fter 6/1/95.) 14.51 16.66 17.48 17.69 17.85
Water Treatment
Plant Operator 14.51 16.66 17.48 17.69 17.85
Mechanic 14.88 17.02 17.96 18.15 18.32
Sewage/WaterTreatment
Plant Operator 14.51 16.66 17.48 17.71 17.87
Sewage Treatment
Plant Operator
(Trainee) 12.65 14.76 15.61 15.81 16.00
Senior Sewage/Water
Treatment Plant Operator 14.51 16.63 18.83 18.99 19.17
Working Foreman
Street Department 15.67 17.36 18.39 18.61 18.87
APPENDIX "A"
SCHEDULE OF MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM PER HOUR
SALARffiSOFTHEE~LOYEESOFTHE
VILLAGE OF ALBION. NEW YORK
Effective June 1. 2001
~
Starting
Salary
2nd
fi3.r
3rd
fi3.r
4th
Year
5th
fi3.r
-
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APPENDIX "A"
SCHEDULE OF PER HOUR
SALAmrnSOFTHEE~LOYEESOFTHE
VILLAGE OF ALBION. NEW YORK
Effective June 1.2001
Effective
June 1.2001
Effective
June 1. 2002
Effective
June 1. 2003
Senior Motor Equipment
Operator
Completion of 7 th Year.
16.51 17.09 17.77
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Starting 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Salary Year
~~~Laborer
12.98 15.18 16.06 16.27 16.42
Motor Equipment
Operator 13.28 15.47 16.38 16.57 16.74
General
Maintenance 14.25 16.43 17.37 17.55 17.75
Water Maintenance 13.39 15.59 16.48 16.67 16.84
Sewage Treatment Plant Maintenance
Mechanic (hired 20.50
after 6/1/95.) 15.02 17.24 18.09 18.31 18.47
Water Treatment
Plant Maintenance Mechanic 15.02 17.24 18.09 18.31 18.47
Mechanic 15.40 17.62 18.59 18.79 18.96
Sewage/W ater Treatment
Plant Operator 15.02 17.24 18.09 18.33 18.50
Sewage Treatment
Plant Operator (Trainee) 13.09 15.28 16.16 16.36 16.56
Senior Sewage/Water
Treatment Plant Operator 15.02 17.21 19.49 19.65 19.84
Working Foreman
Street Department 16.22 17.97 19.03 19.26 19.53
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APPENDIX "B"
SCHEDULE OF MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM PER HOUR
SALARIES OF THE EMPLOYEES OF THE
VILLAGE OF ALBION. NEW YORK
Effective June 1. 2002
Starting 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Salary Year
~~~Laborer
13.50 15.79 16.70 16.92 17.08
Motor Equipment Operator 13.81 16.09 17.04 17.23 17.41
General
Maintenance 14.82 17.09 18.06 18.25 18.46
Water Maintenance 13.93 16.21 17.14 17.34 17.51
.ewage Treatment Plant Maintenance
Mechanic (hired 21.32
after 6/1195.) 15.62 17.93 18.81 19.04 19.21
Water Treatment
Plant Maintenance Mechanic 15.62 17.93 18.81 19.04 19.21
Mechanic 16.02 18.32 19.33 19.54 19.72
SewerlWater Treatment
Plant Operator 15.62 17.93 18.81 19.06 19.24
Sewage Treatment
Plant Operator
(Trainee) 13.61 15.89 16.81 17.01 17.22
Senior SewagelWater
Treatment Plant Operator 15.62 17.90 20.27 20.44 20.63
Working Foreman
Street Department 16.87 18.69 19.79 20.03 20.31
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APPENDIX "C"
SCHEDULE OF MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM PER HOUR
SALARIES OF THE EMPLOYEES OF THE .
VILLAGE OF ALBION. NEW YORK
Effective June 1.2003
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~~ORANDcrM .OF UNDERSTANDING
All emclovees who
~
-
Christmas and New Years
rate of pay, continuing
work on the holidays of Thanksgiving,
Day shall receive triple their regular
the practice of the past. years.
D=.::~d: 10/12/83
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G==~~=:?_~ RUUS AND F2GULATIONS TO BE STRICTLY ADE=:?':'"D TO =Y ;.,:..:..
E~~LOYE3S OF THE VILLAGE OF ALBION, ORL3ANS COUNTY, N~ YON~:
1. Whenever and wherever the titIe" SUPERVISOR" is used in
these rules and regulations, or in the job classifications shee~s,
make a Da~t of these rules and regulations, it sha~l mean as fol:o~s:
To the employees in the Department of Public works, ~he
Su~erintendent of Public Works:
To the employees in the Police. Department,
POLICZ" ;
"Tn:=: CEl:::F OF
To the ~~ployees in the Fire De?ar~uent,
DISPATC:-lER" i
" TE:=: c..SI:::F FI ~
To all other Villaae' ~~ployees, the Board of T~ustees;
Or aTIvoneQesi~natec bv the Board of Trustees to De~fo~ the
-. - - -duties of Su~erintendent of Public Works, Chief of Police, Chief Fir:
Dis~atcber or 30azd of Trustees of the Villaae of Albion, Ne~ York,
- -
2, All employees shall perform their normal duties in an
orderly f~sbion, without specific order to do so from ~~ei= su~~-v~sc
.'
r3. Drinking of alcoholic beverages, and/or use of profanity,
dur;na the Derforrnanceof ones duties as a Villaae ~~Dlovee, are
.. - - -...
h Q-~~ Y S --~ c - ly -~on" ;~;-o~ No Q~~ lov oo sn" a " ~ e ~ o -- ~ O T w~- k w~;i e__ _--' ~_ '-- ~_ J..,;...~_ ~L4~ _ __ .L __ _ ~ ... '- ~ _ ''-'_ 4___
under the influence of alcoholic beverages, narco~ics or dru~s,
exce~t for the use of sucb druas as mav be ~rescribec bv a cualified
- -.. - --physici~~ for medicinal pu.-~oses.
4. ~~l. employees shall respect and carry out
other employee who is placed in charge of ~jY work
the ~~?loyee is a member, when such employee is so
by the Supervisor.
the orde=s of any
detail, of which
Dlaced in charae
. -
)
5. All employees, before starting the engine or motor of any
vehicle or piece of equipment, owned or used. by the Village of Albio!
which ~~ey may be called upon to operate, shall, before they sta=~
such enaine or motor on the ~iece of eauiDrnent or vehicle, check the
level of the oil, water, gasoline, andior-fuel oil of said piece of
equipment or vehicle, and they shall, if necessary, add the required
amount of oil, water, .gasoline, or fuel oil, to render the vehicle
or piece of equipment operative, free of any danger of damage to sai(
piece of equipment or vehicle or to'prevent ~~y slow down or stoppag!
of work, due to improper level of oil, water, gasoline, and/or fuel
oil. In the case of ernDlovees in the Police and Fire DeDartmen~s,
these shall perform the-fa~egoing procedure, as soon as is practical
after they repo=t for thei='regular, dailv tour of duty.
:~"~\:.:"~~;d?)':
.....
. ..
. ~
,
.. .
G~N~~;L RuLES AND P2GULATIONS
(cantle)
Any vehic:le or piec:e of equipment,
Used ana/or operated bv a::"
Villaae emDlovee shall be areased,
lubric:ated and otherwise
maine'"
in ac:cordanc:e-with a sc:hedule, outliniDg suc:h a maintenanc:e
pro.r~
to be prepared and signed by the supe=visor of each
respectivede~ar't:.ment.
.
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301 WASHINGTON sT~ '.. ,
ALBION. N.Y. 14411 .
'
'
PHONE (718) sat-7081
Job Classification - "Working Forman"-Street Departme."1t
In addition' to the "Genercal Rules and Regulations for
all Employea..sof the Village of Albion, County of Orleans, State of New
York" and the a.dditional regulations and conditions applicable to
employeo..s in the Labor Classifications of the Village of Albion, New York,
employeo..s working under the job classification, "Working Foreman - St~t
Department," shall be governed by the follcr..;ing rules, regulations and
condi tions :
1. Shall begin employment as "Working Fore!lEI1 - St~t Depar~nt,"
at w,e hourly rate per cu~nt agree~nt
2. ~L~ll possess a valid New York State Motor V~~cle Operator's
License, Class Three (3), and must be capable of oper-ating, to
t.,e satisfaction of his supervisor, vehicles with standard
tr-cI'.smission as well as ve.'1icles wit., autetr2.tic transmissions.
3. Shall, when c~lled upon by his supervisor, take ~~ge of a ~p
of employees and shall supervise t.~e performance of their duties,
in carryi.'1g out work details assigned to such "Working For"'..!!2n"
and group, by his supervi~or:).
4. Shall repair and install ~Qter meters as ordered by his supervisor.
5. Shall be capable, qualified and willL"1g to perform the tasks out-
lined in numbers three (3), four (4), five (S) and six (6) of the
job classification sheet of "Genercal Maintenance Man - Street
Department.
"
6. Shall, when called upon by his superv-i...sor, perform any such tasks
ususally performed by employees in w'1e Department of Streets and
Equipment in an equal or lower job c.la..ssification.
7. rne ''Working Fonnean - Street and Equipment Depart:IEnt" will
assume responsibilities of the Superintendent of Streets when the
Superintendent is absent.
8. All of these tasks shall be per-fonned at the employee's current
'-''age rate as ''Working Foreman" at the time the work is perfonned.
. ::.t~1.:~~l:~~'
JO~ Ch~SSI:IC~TION TITLE: F OR.E."'..:'J, - DP ,\'
..
In addi tion to the "G:::1':::ML RUUS AND ~GULATIONS FOR ,L.LL
E!-!?LOY::::::S0: THE VILLAGE OF ALBION, ORLEANS COUNTY, N:::W YOlU:",
and the "additional rules, reaulations and conditions" a'O'Olicable
...
- -
to em'Clovees in the "LABORER" classification of the villace of
Albion, employees working under the job classification title
"FOREK:;K-D?W" shall be governed by the follo",'in;,additional rul e=:,
reculations and conditions:
... .
1. Shall begin employment as "FOEM.~-DPW" at the hourly
rate per current agreement. The rate shall increase each year in
accordance with the schedule of minimum and maximum salaries until
the "FO?~~~-DPW" maximum hourly rate is reached.
2. Shall 'Cossess a valid New York State Motor Vehicle OQerato=~
lic~~se and must be capable of operating, to the satisfaction. of his
supervisor, vehicles with standard transmission as well as vehicles
with automatic transmission.
3. Shall., when called upon by his super-visor, take charcre of
a group of ~~ployees and shall supervise the perfo=mance of their
duties, in ca.=::-ying out work details assigned to such "FOE..11..':...N" and
group, by his supervisor.
4. Shall
su::>erv.:..sor.
reDair and install water meters as ordered by his
..
5. Shall be capable, qualified and will;ng to perform the
tasks outlined in numbers three, four, five and six, of the job
classifica't.ionsheet' for IIG~:::RJl..L ~_'lI.INT:::N.A..1'1C::: !-f_~_DpW.,"
6. Shall, when called u'Con by his
- -tasks usually performed by ~~?loyees in
Works in a lower job classification.
sUDervisor, Derforrn anv such
the DeDa=~ent of Pu~lic
7. All of these tasks shall be 6erformed at the ernDlovees
- - -
cu=rent 'Waae rate as "FOP2M.:;N-DPW", at the tL'ilethe work is performe:
8. Will assume res~onsibilities of SUDerintendent of Public
works when Su'Cerintendent is absent.
J GE C:"~.SSl:r I c.:..,:,I ON ',7,TIT~: GZ1~~F..~L. MAI~T:::N;;.NCE !-:;"l\-D?\,
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!:1 acc:i tion to the hGE~~RAL RUi ,-=-S AND ?2GUU.::IO:-~S :01\
E?-2LOYEES. OF TEE VILLAGE OF ALBION, ORi -=-.;NS COUNTY, N~: YGFJ~"
and tbe IIacdi tional rules, regula tions, and conch ~ions" a~?licable
to employees in the "LABORER" job cla!::si::ication of Village c:
J,.lbion, employees in the job classification title "G~~E::=_:'.L
!'~IN'!'~~;;_7o.JC:::: 1-L1U;-DP\,\." shall be oover::1ed bv the follo in= adci~ic:-.21
- - -
rules, re~ulations and conditions:
1. Shall begin employment as ItGEN~:R..:u. M.;'I~'!'::::NA.NG: ?-'_~-D?~"
at the hourly rate per current agreement. The ra~e shall increase
each vear in accordance with the schedule of minimum an= rnaxim~"
salari es until the "G:::NZR..~ MATNT~NANC:: M.~-D?W" maxi:m~-:: hourlv
rate is reacnec. '
Shall ~ossess a valid New Ycrk Moto= Vehicles C~erato=s
- -Lic
°"'
S => ana- m
"
s bo c ""~-b'o 0 .: C -'e ~ a ".;n
'"
.....0 t
'"'
e s ;s.:"--.; on
.
C .:_ _
'-
_
~-.Jc:. __ .. ,.""J_ ~_
"- '--
c.,,-_ _l8O _
- - -h~s su~e=visor, vep~cles.~ith standard t=a~~ssion as well as
vehicles with automatic transmission.
2.
3. Shall ODerate ~~e water and/or sewe= li~e ta??~ns
o~~e= or leased by ~~e Village of ~~bion, ca~able of makin=
(2) in=~ ta~.
Iiiac::ine
a OC"W'O
4. Shall, when called upon by h~s
water anc sew:= lines as ordered bv hi.s
su,:>e=v-~so= , r.&a.i( e ... ",-a~ s ~Z)
s-..:.;:)2-,-V- iso:::- s .
~. Shall, when called upon by hi.s supe=v-isor, make
and pe==o=m g~~eral mai~te~~~ce tasks en ater a.~dsewe=
re~2..i.rs t
lines.
,. c:.
"
."
°
, ,...,.:;. .. .o. _na__, wn_~ ca upon DY ~~s
d=iv~~ sewer cl=an~'g e~ui?me~t.
su::>e-.,,-isor, ODe=ate'-:Jower
- -
7. Shall be ca~able, cualified and willinc to ODe=ate a,
- -
.,#
-
with backhoe ~~c ==ont-end load~ tv~e e=uiDme~~.
-- --
t!:'ac-::.or
8. Shall be ca~able,
end loader type equipment,
qualified and willing to operate front-
bucket size to 3 cubic yards.
9. Shall be capable, gualifi ed a:1d willing to perfo::1nce!1e=a.
maintenance tasks ~ maki.ncreDairs to buildincs and s~=uc~ures,
~ . -
such as catch basins, manholes, signs and sign?osts, parking meter
posts, and bases, including finish cement work, ca=pentry, pl~~ing
and to practice, as an ~~a~eur, other trades co~~ected with g~ne=a
maintenance of buildings and s~ructures.
10. Shall, when called upon by his supervisor, supervise the
work of a crou~ of ern~lovees in the De~ar~~ent of Public works i~
such tasks-as:- s~ow remo;al, salting s~reets ~,d sidewalks, mainte:
of se\,1ers and sewe= lines, :water l'ines, maintenance anc care of pc:.:
tree removal and/or t=~~~in£ and such other tasks generally pe=fa~
bv e~~lovees in the De~a=~~ent of ?ublic Wo~ks.
- - - - -
JOE C~~SSIFIC~TION TITLE: GENERAL ~L~INTEN~NCE
:':.":+~~~\.i1if;.}?~::;~f~::.: ..~;
~~~~f~~f~j:~:.:..
M D'D \ ' ( -. .. I' )" "..._"'\.,- . :'t, con t c: .'::.. .~,
.
11. ,Shall, when called upon by his su?~rvisor, ?~:!:fo=m any
such o~her tasks usually performed by employees of the De?artmen~
of Public Works in a lower job classification.
12. All of the above tasks shall be De:!:formedat the employees
cur=-entrate of pay as "GENERAL l1AINTENAN~ !-'~l\-D?Vi"
I at ~he t.iwethe work is performed.
r
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MOTOR EQUI?!£NT OF~R~TO? C:..A£S 1 :.. ::.: : -
.
'4.._"'O:-._W .
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JOE CL~SSIFICATION TIT~:
...
In addition to the "GE~ER~ RU~S AND REGU~~TIO~S FOR ~~L
E1-l?LOY~S OF THE VILLAGE OF ALE I ON , OrtLEANS COUNTY, NEW YOM'"
and the Aadditional rules, regulations, and conditions" aDDlicable
. . .
to employees in the "LABORER" Job Classification, and to employees
in the "EQUIP~~NT OPERATOR CLASS 1", shall be governed by the
following additional rules, regulations and conditions:
1. Shall begin employment as "MOTOR EQUIP~NT OPERATOR
CLASS I" at the hourly rate per current agreement. The rate shall
increase each year in accordance with the schedule of minimum and
maximum salarie~ until the "MOTOR EQU!P~~T OPERATOR CLASS 1"
maximum hourly rate is reached.
2. Shall Dossess a valid New York S~a~e Class 1, 2 or 3
Chauffeurs license.
3. Shall be aualified, to the satisfaction of his su~e-rvis~r,
- -
and shall be capable of driving and operating all Village o~~ed,
and/or leased ( t--ucks and equipment.
4. All of these tasks shall be pe=forrned at the ~~?loyees
c'tlr=e.nt .rate of pay as IIMOTOR EQUIPM;:NT O:::ER..";.TORc: :r...SS 1" at the
tL~e ~~e work is perfo~ed.
"
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.lABORER , '."
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In aodi tion to the "GENERAL RULES .h:'iD F.EGULATIONS FOP. ALL
~~LOYE:::S OF THE VILLAGE OF ALBION, ORLEANS COUNTY., NEW YO?J:",
the Village of Albion employe~s working under the job classifica~ic
title nL.~ORERn sha11 be governed by the following, additional R~le
Regulations and Conditions:
1. Shall begin employment as "LA30~R" at the hourly rate ?e=
current agreement. The rate shall increase each year in accordancE
with the schedule of minimum and maximum salaries until the "L~:50?~
"maximum hourly rate is reached.
2. Shall, when called upon by his supervis~r, ocerate the
"wing" on snow plows, in snow plowing operaticns.
3. Shall, when called upon by his su?e-rvisor, ins~all, or
.assist in the installation of accessories on vehicles or ecui~ment,
such as mounting snow plows, wings, bucXets, mowe=s and mower par~s
mir=o=s and lights; to change, remove 0= replace wheels, truck
bodies, e~c.
4. Shall, when called upon by his supe=visor, ope=ate a
tractor with mowe= attachm~~t or tractor w~th s~ow ~low ane/or s~o~
blower attachm~~t, w~lking type law~ mower, walking type SDOw plo~
and/or snow blowe=: assis~ in operating power driven sewer clea~ins
machines; assist in o?erating attachments ~o air compressor, (s~=h'
as t~~?er, cutt2r, spade and oth~r attachments used with a compress
5. Shall, when called UDon by his su~e=visor,
sewage treatm~~t plant op~rators in the cer=or.mance
assist wat2Z' an
of their duties
6. Shall, wh~ called upon. by his sup~-visor, load and unl~a=
materials OD or off t-~cks and other t=ans?orting devices.
7. Shall, when called upon by his supervisor, assist the ViII
Mechanic in the ~e=formance of his duties.
8. Shall, when called upon by his supervisor, assist in ~~e
general maintenance and construction of streets, sidewalks, public
grounds, public buildings, structures, parks, sewers, sewer lines,
water lines, storm water lines, catch basins, manholes, drain ditch
and assist in the clean u~ ocerations in connection with tree remov
and/or trimming oceration~ a~d in clean-uD o~e=ations necessitatec
a result of an act of God. - -
9. All of the above tasks shall be ~erformed at the emclovees
current wage rate, as tt~...30R:sR", at the time the work is performed.
Perfo=:ns routi:1e olant ooeration tasks;
Perfo=:ns routine basic laboratory tasks.
. ... .
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S~G:E TREATI-!EN'I' PLANT MAINTENANCE MECHANIC
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS: These dU~es involve the responsibility
for maintenance and repair of motors, pumps and related equipment at t~e sewage
treatment plant. Employees in this class may be assigned to plant operation
duties on occasion. The work is performed under the general sUDervision
of the Chief Sewage Treatment Plant ODerator with leeway given for the
exercise of independent judgment in carrying out assignments.
SUDe=vision
may be exercised over subordinate plant personnel.
The duties also include
the oer:ormance of related work as reauired.
Weekends and holidays are
considered pa~ o£ the normal work week.
. '!'Y?ICAL WORX ACTIVITIES:
Maintai~s and repairs motors, pumps, valves and related equipment:
Makes periodic inspections
o~ all olant equi~ment to ensure proper cpera~ion:
Maintai~s comclete and accurate records of maintenance and reoairs performed:
Advises su~eriors of actual or potential oroblems with operating
e~~ipment:
May supervise. subordinate employees;
Mai~tains inventorv of reoaiz carts and reauisitions ecuioment and carts
as needed;
Maintains, troubleshoots, ~,d reoairs controls, motor control centers,
and ele~-=ical eauioment:
\
~,
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FULL PERFORJ.1ANa: KNOWLEDG!:S;'SKILLS, ABILITIES & PERSONAL
CHARACTER!S'!'ICS:.
Good knowledge 'ofthe techniques, practices and equipment used in the
main~enance and repair of motors, pumps, valves and related sewage t:ea~en~
plant equipment: good knowledge of the methods used and the equipmen~
r~quiredin the operation and maintenance of a sewage
treatment plant: good worj:ing
knowledge of elect:icity and troubleshooting
controls: abili~y to und~rs~and
and carry out oral and written instructions;
mechanical aptitude:
alertness
and dependability; physical condition commensurate with the demands of
the position.
MINIMUM OUALI~I~\TIONS:
t)osi~on.
aptitude; .and one vear excerience in a sewaqe
treatment plant or similar
Working knowledge of electrici~y and good
me=hani=al
.'
;,
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. SZNIORSEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT OPERATOR
TYPE A PLANT
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS: This position exists in a Village
wastewater t:eatment plant and involves responsibility to act as a
working supervisor assisting the Chief Operator in the operation and
maintenance of a Type A Sewage Treatment Plant with facilities for the
activated sludge process (including all modifications). The incumbent is
responsible du:ing an assigned shift for the safe, efficient and econo~~cal
oceration and maintenance of the treatment plant and related facili~ies.
This class is distinguished from sewage Treatment Plant Operator by the
supe=viso=y"natnre of t..~eduties and the greater responsibility involved
for plant operation. The work is performed under the general su?e=v~sion
of ~~e Chief Ocerator with wide leewav allowed for carrying out ~e details
of the work. Direct sucervision is exercised over ~~e work of Sewa~e
Trea~ent Plant Operators, Ocerator Trainees anc o~~er subordinate e~~lovees.
The inc~~ent does related work as reauirec. Weekends and holidavs are
considered cart of the nc~l work week.
TY?!~~~ wo~~ ACTTV!T!~S:
Supe=vises and pa~-icipates in the operation cf all equipment and crocesses
relating to the interception, pumping, trea~ent and discosal of sewacre
in a safe, effi~ent and economical manner;
Moni~ors the cer=ormance of syst~s and ecrui~ment relating to the t= ea t.'t1en-:
of sewage and to the ~sposal of sludge generated by the trea~ent crocess;
Assumes direct responsibility for clant oceration in the absence of
the Chief Operator;
Reauisitions materials and maintains inventory of supplies, chemicals and
equipment for plant operations;
Supervises and instructs operators and other clant personnel in oceration
of plant ecuicment and trea~~ent processes;
Good knowledae of t.,e ooerations of a mode=n s ewe. ae t=ea~ent clar.t:
Good knowledae of t.,e crinciules and a'O~lications of physics, chemis~rv and
- -
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SUDervises and performs custodial duties in connec~on with the upkeep
of buildings and grounds:
Secures buildings and grounds for safety du=ing unattended hours:
Maintains records and prepares periodic re~o~~s on the oDeration of the plan~;
Performs laboratory testing;
Aids the Chief ODeratcr in overseeing overall plant ocerations.
FULL P~O~~NC! KNOWLEDGES. SKILLS ABILITIES AND PERSONNEL C~_RAC~?!STICS:
Good knowledge of the practices used and the equipment required in the
operation and maintenance of a Type A Trea~en~ Plant wi~ facili~ies
for ~'e activated sludge process (includina all modi£ications);
bacteriology as applied to sewage t=ea~ent ~~d disposal;
Ability to read, understand and record data =rom guages, scales and meters;
Ability to underst~~d and follow moderately comolex oral ~,d w=itten
inst.--uctic.ns;
Ability to plan and sUDervise the work. of others; mechanical; aptitude;
chvsical condition commensurate with the demands of the ccsition.
MInIMUM QIJALI:IcATIONS: Type A Plant whose desi~ated capacity exceeds
1.5 million gallons per day:
Graduation from high school or possession of a high school equivalency
diploma; completion of an appropriate course of instruction accroved
by the Commissioner, Depa~ent of Environmental Conservation; and one
year of operating eXDerience at a sewage trea~ent plant with facilities
equivalent
SPECIAL REOUIREMENTS: Type A Plant whose desiqnated capacity exceeds
1.5 million aallons per day:
~
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Eli~ibility for a Grade I!-A Sewage Treatment Plant Operator certifica~e
issued by the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
at time of application.
appointment.
,
.
Possession of a certificate at the time of
,
.
.
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SBJAGE TREATHE'NT PLANT OPERATOR TRAINEE
..
This is a traine~ position in the ~ompetitive ~lass for
,.hi~h ~andidates are sele~ted on 'the basis of g~neral intell;g~n~~
basi~ knowledge of elementary ~hemis:ry and general s~ience and
~~hani~al and electri~aI apti:ud~. Term of appointment is
limit~d to one year, during which time employe~s should be required
to satisfactorily complete the training and experieo~~ require-
m~ts of the New York State Sanitary Cod~ for a ~ertiricate
appropriate to the plant.
. .
GC:NERAL STATEMEHT OF DUTIES: Undergo~s on-the-job training to
beccm~ qualiried as an operator or a sewage treat~ent plant;
part;~ipates in the operation and maintenan~e or a sewage treat-
ffiA-Otplant; do~s related work as required.
DIST!NGUTSH!NGF~ATURES OF Tn~ CLASS: Tn;s is a traine~ position
involving responsibility ror learning the duties and routines in
the op~ration and r.~intenanceor a s~wage trea~ent plant. The work
is p~formed under supervision 'of a qualified op~rctor.
EXAMPLES 0;:' \JORI<:._,..(I1fus~;-ative only) .
?erronms study and reading ass;g~~ents, observes d~~ns~rat;cns
and otherwise learn the tec~:1iques of cpe!""at;onand ~ain- ,
tenance of a sewage treatment plant;
_earns and assists in th~ cperation and adjustm~nts or p~~s,
valv~, screens ,and related mechanical and ~lect;-ical
equipment;
,
Learns and assists in th~ insp~ction, maintenance and r~pair of
p~s, valv~s, scr~~s and related m~chanical a:1d electrical
=quip~nt;
L~rns and assists in th~ making or t25ts to determin~ chlorin~
r~idual ;
Cleans channels, scre~ns, tanks and other equipment;
L~arns and assists in the preparation and maintenance or activity
r~cords and r~~orts;
P~rforms increasingly r~spons;ble duties as
. ope~a:ions ar.d r.~inter.anc~ of a sewac~
ass i crned ; n the
treatment plant.
REQUIRED KNO\JLEDG::S. SKILLS AND ABILITTES: Familiarity with
el~~entary principles or ch~~istry and g~neial science; good
general intelligence; good observation; mechanical and eiectrical
..apti tude; abil i ty to learn principles and procedur~s relating to
operation and maintenance or a sewag~ treatment plant; ability to .
develop skill in the operation and maintenance of pumps, valves and'
related mechanical equip~nt; ability to get'along well with oth~rs;
ability to understand and follow oral and written ins~ructions;
ldustrious, d~pendable, tact and courtesy, good physical condition;
and baslc'.l;<nowledge or electrici ty.
ACCEPTABLEEXPE?ENCE AND IRA TNINS: Gradue t; on from hi an schoo 1;
or possession or a New York S::ate high sc~col equivale;cy diplC!4.a.~~
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"WATER MAINTENANCE MAN"
Iff/
filii
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In addition to the General Rules and Regulations
for all employees of the Village of Albion, Orleans
County, N.Y., the Village of Albion employee working under the
job class if icati on title "Water Maintenance Person" shall be
governed by the following,additionalRules, Regulations and
conditions:
1 -Shall begin employment as"Water Maintenance person"
at the hourly rate per current agreement. The rate
shall increase each year in accordance with the
schedule of minimum and maximum salaries until the
WATER MAINTENANCE PERSON maximum hourly rate is
re"ached.
2 -Shall be capable to install water meters. 3/4"to 6"
inch, in residences, business buildincrs and meter
pits.
3 - Shall be cacable to CALIBRATE. REPAIR and TEST
meters using test equipment furnished by the
Village.
A.
- Sha 11, whe n ca! Ied upon by his supervi sor "'!:r:iE
WOR-XING FORMAN" locate water leaks in Main Lines
and service lines.
:J-~ Shall. when called upon by the WORKING FO~.N
locate water lines crior to construction or street
repairs.
6 - Shall. when called upon by the WOP.KING FOREMAN be
:.bleto make water taps from 3/4" to 1" inch.
7 -- Shall,when called upon by the WORKING FOREMAN check
all lift stations for the sanitary sewer lines. an
every day necessity.
8 -- Shall, when called upon by the WORKING FO~~ read
water meters in village.meter pits and Industry.
9 -- Shall, when called upon by the WORKING FOREMAN t~ke
water samcles from water district to water
treatment plant for analysis.t
10 - ~Shall. when cat Ied upon by the WOP.KING FOREMAN
assist. in the creneral maintenance and construction
streets,sidewalks.sewer lines. water lines,
catch basins and assist in clean-uc ocerations
in connection with tree removal and/or trimming
operations and in clea-up operations necessitated
as a result or an act of God.
11 -SaIl. when called upon by the WORKING FOREMAN
operate the wing on snow plows, in snow plowing
ocerations. .
12 --All of these above tasks shall be cerrormed at the
employees current wage rat~. as WATER MAINTENANCE
PEP~ON,at the time the work is cerrormed.
rJ
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American Federation of State. County and Municipal' Employees, AFL-CI~
760 Holtz Drive, ChtHllctowaga, Nsw York '~~6
Telephone (718) 634-6204 FAX (716) 634Q07
Anthony GIngeIIo
",. .fl !!
=-
FredeI10k PfeIf8r
.JoelPoch
_III
MBMORANDUM' OF" ,tJNDERS.'rANDING
ARTICLE XIX GENERAL PROVISIONS
,
Section 7.' , ,', ,'," , un-iforms and' P"ro-t:eat"1v'e" Cl"o't.hing
(a) Sewage Tre4~eht ,Plant
"Effective June 1st 2001, each employee w1ll receive a $165.00
olothing allowance on an annual b~sis, paid in a sep~rate check
by June 30th"of each ye'ar.."
~
,
Edwar L.:Salvatore, Mayor
Village of Albion, N.Y.
Jim Fagan,. Council 66
o/b/o Local' l436-A
Date I,
( I f,q /61..., ,
Date I ;;/ai::f V
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The Largest County and MunJclpal Union In N-. Yortc
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